PSC REF#:414798

June 30,2021
I am writing to agree with and support Intervenor Klopp's Motion [PSC REF# 414660] Objecting to ATC
and ITC Midwest Request to Reopen Docket No. 05-CE-146 [PSC REF# 414396].
As an intervenor in this case it was quite clear to me after listening to all the staff, witness, and
intervenor testimony that this case should never have been approved. Despite the preponderance of
evidence the three commissioners obviously made a determination to approve the case based on ties to
the utilities and not in the best interest of the public or the environment. As a result, this case has been
in an appeal ever since its approval.
Now the evidence of collusion (which was evident at the hearing and long suspected) is on the table due
to discovery in an appeal of the erroneous ruling. Now ITC and ATC have been caught colluding with
the commissioners they want a re-do. Instead, all involved should go to jail…not be given more taxpayer
money to bring their case for an unneeded and unwanted, environmentally damaging line before the
commission again.
The line proposed is unnecessary and unneeded due to energy savings and individual and local new
green generation that will far supersede the benefits an energy wasting long-distance transmission line
could bring. New local green generation will make Wisconsin residents self-sufficient and not subject to
intermittent industrial wind and solar being imported on a transmission line vulnerable to disruptions
both natural and planned. New local generation will preserve our beautiful rural areas and contribute to
our local economies instead of the utility companies and their investors.
I ask that you please support Kris Klopp’s Motion (PSC FEF# 414660) and support our state and its
future.

Sincerely,
Linda Grice
2728 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Stitzer, WI 53825
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